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I.

How to Obtain a Trademark (0 – 2 minutes)
A. Presentation
1. Speaker
a. Michael Feigin
b. Patent and trademark attorney
2. Topic
a. Trademark prosecution
b. How you obtain a trademark (TM)
c. From beginning to end
B. Overview
1. Conducting a TM search
2. Filling a TM application
3. How you work with the TM office
C. Trademark timeline
1. Search – 0 months
2. Examination – 4 months
3. Publication – 6 months
4. Notice of allowance – 9 months
5. Trademark issues – 10 months

II.

Conducting a Trademark Search (2 – 20 minutes)
A. Your client
1. Wants to trademark “Fancy Star”
a. Run search on USPTO website
b. The mark is abandoned
i. Further search?
ii. Still using?
iii. Just didn’t use their trademark?
2. Run a search for “Fancy”
a. 334 hits
b. More manageable
c. But way too many
3. Narrow down further
a. Classes 29, 30, 31

4. Jewelry
a. Class 14
b. Precious metals or alloys
5. Search
a. (live)[LD] AND (fancy)[COMB] and (014)[ic]
b. 29 records
i. Fancy Doodle
ii. Fancy Chance
iii. Fancy
6. Fancy
a. 2010
b. Likelihood of confusion?
7. Also review
a. Fancy Chance
b. Fancy Doodle
B. Counseling the client
1. There are a lot of products with the name “fancy” in it
a. It’s a crowded field
b. Because there are some any with the name “fancy”
c. USPTO is more likely to grant the TM
d. Since there are so many others it’s not unique
2. Consider using “Kindle”
a. Not going to work
b. This is a unique name
c. Amazon has spent millions on it
C. Full clearance searches
1. Subscribe to database or pay to do a search
2. Searches more than just USPTO database
a. Common law database
b. Periodicals
c. Websites
d. Domain names
3. Cost
a. More money than simple USPTO search
4. Time
a. Search hundreds of pages
D. USPTO

1. Only searches internal database
2. If you search Fancy Star on Google
a. Earrings
b. Diamonds
c. Rain coat
E. Assume Fancy Star = OK to file
1. Fancy Star with jewelry
a. Probably get the TM through
b. Recommend to client NOT doing it
2. Client has a TM
a. But probably NOT much value
b. Previous users
c. Priority
d. Wouldn’t be able to stop prior users
3. Ultimate decision
a. Is up to the client
III.

Filing the Trademark Application with the USPTO (20 – 55 minutes)
A. USPTO website
1. TEAS
a. Trademark filing
2. TESS
a. Trademark search database
3. Fees
a. Different fees for the same thing
b. Cheapest one for today’s lesson
c. You choose the goods/services covered from the manual
d. NOT entering them freeform
4. Benefits of online
a. Much quicker to use web portal
b. Make sure information is accurate
c. Upload info online
d. Save data
B. Principal register
1. Most of TMs
a. Get statutory damages for infringement
2. Supplemental
a. Descriptive marks

b. If no secondary meeting
c. StartABusiness.com example
d. Acquired another meaning
i. Usually 5+ years
ii. Spend lots of money in advertising
C. Trademark/Service Mark application
1. Types of marks
a. Logo vs. sound mark
2. Sounds as trademarks
a. Lucas Films
b. 20th Century Fox
c. NBC
i. Owned by General Electric Corp
ii. 3 music notes
iii. G-E-C
iv. General Electric Corporation
D. Logo example = Funstar
1. Upload the mark
2. List colors
3. Describe the mark
a. Malformed yellow star
b. Thick black outline
c. Above the work Funstar in yellow
4. TM examiner call you back
a. Wants to amend description
5. Disclaimer
6. Translation
7. Transliteration
a. Non-latin character set
E. Add goods/services
1. Insert checked goods
a. Jewelry
b. Pet jewelry
c. Jewelry necklace
2. Cannot expand
a. Can only narrow
3. Jewelry vs. Earrings

4. Website 039
a. Shows any website in class 039
F. Currently in use or Intent to use
1. 1(a) – Currently in use
a. Show how it’s being used
i. Upload pic
b. Service mark is different
i. Submit advertising
c. First date of use
d. Assign filing basis
e. Remove 1(a)
f. Can add 1(b)
g. Check box to confirm
h. Attorney, name, etc.
i. Check box for email contact
2. 1(b) – Intent to use
a. Not currently in use
G. Signature page
1. Who signs?
a. You?
b. The client?
2. You
a. What if the info is not correct?
b. You will be held responsible
3. The client
a. They must read the form
b. And ensure info is correct
c. If the info is not correct
d. Charge them fees to correct
H. Email Text form
1. Ploni Almoni
2. Owner
3. Leave phone number blank
4. Validate
I. Validation Page
1. Input

2.
3.
4.
5.

Mark
XML file
Download portable data
Text form for e-signature

J. E-Signature address form
1. Send form to request e-signatures
2. Email comes to you
3. Copy one line
4. Email to client
5. Sign if correct
6. Electronic signature
a. /name of client/
K. Client gets whole application
1. Client can click on
a. International Class 14
2. At bottom
a. There are check boxes
3. Sign it
a. /name of client/
4. Email
a. Signed TM app
5. Link come to you
a. Send to client with instructions
b. Ready for filing
6. Trademark Application Filed
a. You will get confirmation emails
IV.

Closing Points (55 – 60 minutes)
A. Timeline
1. Searching
2. Filing
3. Examination
B. Examination
1. Example = Bristar Illusion
a. Likelihood of confusion
2. USPTO
a. Only searches by name of mark

b. And the goods
c. Not much else
d. Usually leads to a formulaic response
3. File a response
a. Reasons there is no confusion
C. Questions
1. Michael Feigin
2. YouTube
3. michael@patentlawny.com
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Trademark Timeline - How the Trademark Process
Works
Trademark Introduction
Trademarks protect your brand name, logo, or other identiﬁer for your goods or
services. (Technically, if it's protecting services it's called a "service mark" but
people usually just call them all "trademarks".) You are also invited to look at a
list of trademarks obtained by this law ﬁrm, to see examples. By registering a
trademark, the U.S. (or foreign) government is giving you a right to stop others
from selling a product which would confuse consumers as to where the product
came from.
The trademark process has the following steps (and time from ﬁling):
1. Search / Due Diligence & Filing (0 months)
2. Internal Review: Examination by the U.S. Trademark Ofﬁce (4 months)
3. External Review: Third Party Opposition (rare; 6 months)
4. Use of the Trademark (at time of ﬁling or 6 - 12 months)
5. Trademark Issuance (9 - 12 months)
6. Renewal of the Trademark (before 6th year, before every 10th year)
Now for the details and qualiﬁcations to this timeline -

0 months - Filing Your Trademark
First, a search is conducted. For information on Trademark Searches, view the
previous page by clicking here.
After conducting a search and ensuring that your trademark has a reasonable
chance of being obtained (after all, who wants to put lots of money into
marketing, branding, and producing your products if you can't use a name), it is
ﬁled at the U.S. Patent and Trademark Ofﬁce (the "U.S.P.T.O." or "USPTO).

4 months - Trademark Examination - "Internal Review"
About four months from the date of ﬁling, an Examining Attorney at the
trademark ofﬁce examines your trademark application and reports on his
ﬁndings in an Ofﬁce Action, or sometimes, by having a conversation with the
Attorney of Record.
In many cases, your trademark is allowed at this point or allowed with a minor
change or edit. In some cases, a trademark may be rejected outright. The most
common rejections are a) the trademark is descriptive and is only allowable on
the Supplemental Register, and b) It is likely to cause confusion in the
marketplace with another trademark. If a Response is necessary, we have up to
six months to provide such a Response which is usually on paper, but
sometimes a telephone discussion with the Examining Attorney helps.

6 months - Publication - "External Review"
http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademark-timeline/
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Assuming your trademark application hasn't been delayed by a rejection or taking time to ﬁle a response and is
proceeding on the Primary Trademark Register, then your mark will be published for opposition at about the 6
month mark.
The trademark ofﬁce typically takes a few weeks or more from the time an Examining Attorney approves your
trademark until it gets published in the Ofﬁcial Gazette, but once published, an opposer has 30 days to speak up.
He can extend the time to oppose up to a total of 90 days, which usually gives enough time for negotiations. An
Opposition is rare, but it can happen. Filing a formal complaint with the Trademark Trials and Appeals Board is
even rarer, but again, it can happen.

9 months - Notice of Allowance
If all goes well, and absent occurrences spoken about above which may add time to the application process for
your trademark, a formal Notice of Allowance will be received from the Patent Ofﬁce. If haven't yet ﬁled a
Statement of Use, we'll need to ﬁle this now as well. A Statement of Use is a picture of your product with your
trademark thereon (no advertising materials). If your mark is a service mark, tangential goods which relate to
your services (such as advertising materials) must be submitted.

10 months - Trademark Registration Obtained
It takes a few weeks from the time of Allowance until the ﬁnal Trademark Certiﬁcate arrives. This is especially
true if we only ﬁled a Statement of Use after issuance (see 9 months). Now you can get the broadest scope of
damages for trademark infringement when you go out and sue someone.
You'd think the fun would end here, and it would if this were a Design Patent, but with a trademark, there is a
'use it or lose it' policy. So, we have to keep telling the government that we're using the trademark.

60-72 months from issuance- Maintain Your Trademark
The timeline switches track a bit here. For convenience, the timeline is now listing months from issuance and not
months from ﬁling. The issue date becomes key in calculating all future dates in U.S. trademark practice. Once
your mark is in use for at least ﬁve years, it's said to have obtained secondary meaning. That is, your trademark
has now taken on a "deﬁnition" of it's own. Brand awareness and the fact that you've sold your product for ﬁve
years is enough, according to the law, that people unquestionably know that your trademark refers to your
product or services. So the government grants it "inconestable" status. (Okay, it's actually contestable, but for
fewer reasons and it's much harder to contest.)
So, between 5 and 6 years from issuance we ﬁle two afﬁdavits: a) an afﬁdavit of continued use and b) an
afﬁdavit of incontestability. Your Patent and Trademark Attorney typically keeps track of the time and notiﬁes
you when the afﬁdavits must be ﬁled.

108-120 months from issuance - Maintain Your Trademark
By the 10th year of issuance, and every 10 years thereafter, you must ﬁle continued afﬁdavits of use. Thus, at 10
years, 20 years, 30 years, and ... you get the idea, further afﬁdavits must be ﬁled or your trademark registration
goes abandoned.
For more information, take a look at our other trademark pages or get in contact with a patent and trademark
attorney at this ﬁrm.
Trademarks
Trademark Basics & Clearance Searches
Trademark Filing Requirements
http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademark-timeline/
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Trademark Basics & Clearance Searches
What is a Trademark?
Trademarks and service marks are marks, such as comprising words or logos, which represent a source of goods
and services. The name "Coca-Cola" represents a particular concoction of ingredients sold by a certain company.
By viewing the trademark, a consumer can recognize the source of the goods. Trading off of another's name and
goodwill associated with the name is trademark infringement. Even more, using a similar name or logo, that is,
one in which would confuse a consumer, is also trademark infringement.

Why Conduct a Trademark Clearance Search?
Simple - it is important to know who is using the name before you pour marketing, manufacturing, and legal fees
into a name. If your trademark will not stand, then everything you've put into behind your name is potentially
lost. Still further, even if you have a domain name or a registered trademark with the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Ofﬁce, you still are not assured that you can keep the name!
For example, in a 1996 case (International Star Class Yacht Racing Ass'n v. Tommy Hilﬁger U.S.A., Inc., 80
F.3d 749 (2d Cir.)), a full clearance search was recommended and was not carried out and the court went so far
as to consider that it may have been bad faith to keep using a mark from the time the plaintiff notiﬁed the
defendant of the mark. Bad faith means high damages in addition to the loss of all the marketing dollars put into
the name! This could have been avoided by spending a few extra dollars on the research up front.

Preliminary Trademark Search
A Preliminary, or "Knock-Off" Search is inexpensive and generally used to decide amongst a few names. Such
searches involve keyword searches such as through the U.S. Patent & Trademark Ofﬁce database and regular
search engines and are accompanied by a preliminary opinion. Generally speaking, at least this level of search is
conducted on your name before ﬁling a trademark application by this law ﬁrm.

Full Clearance Search
As noted above, this is the preferred type of search and is recommended before ﬁling a trademark application.
Such a search comprises not only keyword searches but also "Soundex" searches which are searches of uses in
commerce which sound the same as your proposed mark. For example, if you want to use the name "kit kat" a
full clearance search would also search, "cit cat" and "kite cat".
Further, a full clearance search is a search of periodicals, domain names, the internet, and federal and state
trademark registrations. Such a search generally results in about 150 - 300 pages of results! This law ﬁrm will
evaluate the report and write an opinion letter as to likely problems, if any, with your name so you will know
ahead of time what to expect.
Contact us to begin your trademark ﬁlings today!
Trademarks
Trademark Basics & Clearance Searches
Trademark Filing Requirements
Trademark Timeline / Trademark Process
Trademarks Issued for the Firm
Trademark: Supplemental Register
Domain Name Disputes
Trademark International Classes
http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademark-basics-clearance-searches/
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Trademark Filing Requirements
Trademark applications in the United States and internationally require certain basic information to be ﬁled. An
Attorney at our ﬁrm may have sent you to this page so that you will know what information to send to us.

The Trademark to be Registered
For a word mark:- the exact spelling of the mark
(e.g. just the name, "MANE GOAL"):
For a logo mark:
the complete text shown in the mark; and
a JPG image of the logo (we can convert your image, if
necessary - see example to the right)

The Goods and Services & Classiﬁcation Scheme
All marks must list the goods and services to be protected
by the mark.
Examples:
a) "hats, gloves, scarves, boots"; or
b) "software downloads in the ﬁeld of ﬁnancial
planning."
Each of these examples ﬁts into a single "class" of
goods as they are related. However, if you want to
put the goods of both "a" and "b" in the same
trademark application, the U.S. Trademark Ofﬁce
charges a fee for each class of goods (for European Union trademark applications, up to three
classes are included for the same fee).

Owner information
Name of the owner (individual or corporation)
State of incorporation (if owner is a corporation)
Address of owner
Name of person who will sign the application and their title (e.g. "president", "owner", "trademark
administrator")

Statement of Use + Specimen Showing Use in Commerce
U.S. Trademark applications may be ﬁled in one of two ways - a) intent to use, or b) currently in use. If
your mark is ﬁled on an "intent to use" basis, no Statement of Use is required at the time of ﬁling, but will
be ﬁled later. (Please be advised that an additional government and law ﬁrm fee applies when ﬁling a
Statement of Use separate from the application itself.)

For a currently in use trademark, send one of the following:
If ﬁling a trademark: Actual version of the product OR picture of the product as sold (JPG or PDF; we can
convert your image, if necessary); or
If ﬁling a service mark: advertisement promoting the service (JPG or PDF; we can convert your image, if
necessary)
http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademark-ﬁling-requirements/
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If a picture of your product or advertisement of your service is available on your website, just send us a
URL and we'll prepare the Specimen for you! If not, we like receiving samples of your product!
Trademarks
Trademark Basics & Clearance Searches
Trademark Filing Requirements
Trademark Timeline / Trademark Process
Trademarks Issued for the Firm
Trademark: Supplemental Register
Domain Name Disputes
Trademark International Classes
Initial Interest Confusion and the Internet
How-To Videos on Trademarks
Protecting Trademarks Online

Law Firm Feigin & Fridman, LLC Patent & Trademark Attorneys Clifton, New Jersey New York, New York
Licensed in one or more of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and the U.S. Patent & Trademark Ofﬁce
NEW CLIENT ENGAGEMENT AGREEMENT

http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademark-ﬁling-requirements/
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Trademark: Supplemental Register
What is It?
The Supplemental Register is an option for marks which are "merely descriptive" - that is, marks which describe
the goods or services which they represent. For example, if an attorney were to trademark the term, "Patent
Draft" and the attorney is doing just that, this would be describing the services represented. On the other hand, if
a beer company were to register "Patent Draft" for a speciﬁc type of beer, it is not immediately apparent that this
name refers to a product line of draft beers, and the name "patent" with regard to a type of beer if more than just
merely descriptive. (This is by way of example, of course. A an examiner at the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Ofﬁce might disagree.)

How Do I Get My Mark on It?
The only requirement for registration on the Supplemental Register is that a mark must be capable of
distinguishing goods or services (not that it actually serve such a function). Registration on the Supplemental
Register does not confer any additional rights on the holder of a mark beyond those provided by common law.
Marks registered on the Supplemental Register are not subject to opposition proceedings, but they may be
canceled anytime by a court. Holders of such marks are still permitted to sue for trademark infringement based
on common law rights (e.g. similar to if there were no registration). However, by placing a mark on the
Supplemental Register, it puts adversaries on notice and after ﬁve years of use, the mark is deemed to have
"secondary meaning" and be registered on the Primary Register like any other trademark.

Supplemental Register History
(With thanks to Wikipedia.)
In United States trademark law, the Supplemental Register is the secondary register of trademarks maintained by
the United States Patent and Trademark Ofﬁce. It was established in 1946 by Sub-chapter II of the Lanham Act,
for the purposes of allowing domestic registration of trademarks which do not meet all of the requirements for
registration on the Principal Register, so that the holders of such a mark could register it in another country. This
was necessary because under the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property, foreign registration
was not permitted in the absence of domestic registration, and the trademark laws of countries outside the U.S.
often have less stringent registration requirements for marks.
Trademarks
Trademark Basics & Clearance Searches
Trademark Filing Requirements
Trademark Timeline / Trademark Process
Trademarks Issued for the Firm
Trademark: Supplemental Register
Domain Name Disputes
Trademark International Classes
Initial Interest Confusion and the Internet
How-To Videos on Trademarks
Protecting Trademarks Online

Law Firm Feigin & Fridman, LLC Patent & Trademark Attorneys Clifton, New Jersey New York, New York
Licensed in one or more of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and the U.S. Patent & Trademark Ofﬁce
http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademark-supplemental-register/
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Trademark International Classes
Trademarks are ﬁled in International Classes. That is, an International Class is designated for each type of goods.
If you are using a mark for multiple types of goods, a fee must be paid for each International Class. Thus, if your
trademark is used for apparel - that's one Class and one fee. If it's for Apparel and a food item - that may be two
or three Classes.
For your convenience, the International Classes are listed here below. Trademarks are placed into
classes 135, service marks in classes 3645.
Class 1: Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry;
unprocessed artiﬁcial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; ﬁre extinguishing compositions; tempering and
soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in
industry.
Class 2: Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants;
mordants; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists.
Class 3: Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive
preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.
Class 4: Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels
(including motor spirit) and illuminant(s); candles, wicks.
Class 5: Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food
for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations
for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
Class 6: Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials
of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal
hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; goods of common metal not included in other classes; ores.
Class 7: Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and
transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements (other than hand-operated);
incubators for eggs.
Class 8: Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); cutlery; side arms; razors.
Class 9: Scientiﬁc, nautical, surveying, electric, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring,
signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording,
transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; automatic vending
machines and mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing
equipment and computers; ﬁre-extinguishing apparatus.
Class 10: Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artiﬁcial limbs, eyes and teeth;
orthopedic articles; suture materials.
Class 11: Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water
supply and sanitary purposes.
Class 12: Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water.
Class 13: Firearms; ammunition and projectiles; explosives; ﬁreworks.
http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademark-international-classes/
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Class 14: Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in
other classes; jewelry, precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments.
Class 15: Musical instruments.
Class 16: Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter;
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials;
paint brushes; typewriters and ofﬁce requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except
apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); playing cards; printers' type; printing
blocks.
Class 17: Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and goods made from these materials and not included in
other classes; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping and insulating materials;
ﬂexible pipes, not of metal.
Class 18: Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes;
animal skins, hides; trunks and traveling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and
saddlery.
Class 19: Building materials (non-metallic); non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen;
non-metallic transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal.
Class 20: Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane,
wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these
materials, or of plastics.
Class 21: Household or kitchen utensils and containers (not of precious metal or coated therewith); combs and
sponges; brushes (except paint brushes); brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steel wool;
unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not
included in other classes.
Class 22: Ropes, string, nets, tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails, sacks and bags (not included in other classes);
padding and stufﬁng materials (except of rubber or plastics); raw ﬁbrous textile materials.
Class 23: Yarns and threads, for textile use.
Class 24: Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers.
Class 25: Clothing, footwear, headgear.
Class 26: Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; artiﬁcial ﬂowers.
Class 27: Carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and other materials for covering existing ﬂoors; wall
hangings (non-textile).
Class 28: Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for
Christmas trees.
Class 29: Meat, ﬁsh, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies,
jams, fruit sauces; eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats.
Class 30: Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artiﬁcial coffee; ﬂour and preparations made from
cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces
(condiments); spices; ice.
http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademark-international-classes/
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(condiments); spices; ice.
Class 31: Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and grains not included in other classes; live animals;
fresh fruits and vegetables; seeds, natural plants and ﬂowers; foodstuffs for animals, malt.
Class 32: Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic drinks; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups
and other preparations for making beverages.
Class 33: Alcoholic beverages (except beers).
Class 34: Tobacco; smokers' articles; matches.
Class 35: Advertising; business management; business administration; ofﬁce functions.
Class 36: Insurance; ﬁnancial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs.
Class 37: Building construction; repair; installation services.
Class 38: Telecommunications.
Class 39: Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement.
Class 40: Treatment of materials.
Class 41: Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
Class 42: Scientiﬁc and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and
research services; design and development of computer hardware and software; legal services.
Class 43: Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation.
Class 44: Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals;
agriculture, horticulture and forestry services.
Class 45: Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals; security services for
the protection of property and individuals.
Trademarks
Trademark Basics & Clearance Searches
Trademark Filing Requirements
Trademark Timeline / Trademark Process
Trademarks Issued for the Firm
Trademark: Supplemental Register
Domain Name Disputes
Trademark International Classes
Initial Interest Confusion and the Internet
How-To Videos on Trademarks
Protecting Trademarks Online

Law Firm Feigin & Fridman, LLC Patent & Trademark Attorneys Clifton, New Jersey New York, New York
Licensed in one or more of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and the U.S. Patent & Trademark Ofﬁce
http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademark-international-classes/
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Issued Trademarks for The Law Firm
Last updated: October 23, 2014
Below is a list of currently active and issued trademarks at the U.S. Patent and Trademark Ofﬁce. This list
includes all such trademarks maintained by the Law Firm of Michael Feigin and Associates, LLC. The link will
take you to the record at the U.S. Trademark Ofﬁce. Feel free to contact us for your trademark needs or see our
articles on trademarks, such as trademark ﬁling requirements.

86226000

86207432

86206488

86206486

http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademarks-issued-by-the-ﬁrm/
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86188786

86207435

86195147

86125456

86247214

86197382

86219050
http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademarks-issued-by-the-ﬁrm/
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86145472

86059138

86040306

86016119

86016116

86125458

86116314

http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademarks-issued-by-the-ﬁrm/
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86116312

86098075

86088110

86032123

86008539

86002962

http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademarks-issued-by-the-ﬁrm/
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86002961

85603398

85982088

85982073

85906902
85603399

85674824

http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademarks-issued-by-the-ﬁrm/
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85581480

85971634

85971632

85971630

85943430

85931548

http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademarks-issued-by-the-ﬁrm/
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85931545

85914576

85914571

85907043

85902572

85897491

85897490
http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademarks-issued-by-the-ﬁrm/
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85897489

85866712

85866711

85856966

85836400

85832200

http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademarks-issued-by-the-ﬁrm/
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85802661

85802233

85802228

85790228

85790227

85763551

http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademarks-issued-by-the-ﬁrm/
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85754940

85753933

85744284

85741072

85724348

85717207

http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademarks-issued-by-the-ﬁrm/
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85705026

85696877

85696876

85696873

85696771

85680437

85675033

http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademarks-issued-by-the-ﬁrm/
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85675031

85674827

85674825

85635194

85603397

85602118

http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademarks-issued-by-the-ﬁrm/
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85594238

85582127

85573309

85570672

85550793

85550791

http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademarks-issued-by-the-ﬁrm/
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85545718

85544786

85544152

85543259

85527371

85517134

http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademarks-issued-by-the-ﬁrm/
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85517113

85495261

85495259

85486808

85480321

85480257
85475267

85466707
http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademarks-issued-by-the-ﬁrm/
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85466706

85464353

85443958

85438959

85438956

85415218

85403561

http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademarks-issued-by-the-ﬁrm/
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85400210
85396186

85393998

85380868

85361677

85360820

85358068

http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademarks-issued-by-the-ﬁrm/
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85329182

85325135

85320476

85320280

85320278

85320276

http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademarks-issued-by-the-ﬁrm/
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85320274

85320271

85315691

85296393

85296193

85273433

85248216

http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademarks-issued-by-the-ﬁrm/
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85244577

85244576

85244364

85218973

85195105

85193945

http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademarks-issued-by-the-ﬁrm/
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85193944

85193024

85187335

85168826

85161892

85139429

85127592

http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademarks-issued-by-the-ﬁrm/
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85119772

85108077

85099190

85098273

85098271

85072510

http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademarks-issued-by-the-ﬁrm/
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85072509

85065639

85051877

85040511

85040508

85034433

85031611
http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademarks-issued-by-the-ﬁrm/
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79130705

79088068

78980836

78891848

78805565

78551677

78458355
http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademarks-issued-by-the-ﬁrm/
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78042160

77690182

77945575

77938098

77886191

77886189

77875086
http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademarks-issued-by-the-ﬁrm/
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77875083

77874604

77802099

77802097

77789846
77780757

Mark Image

77777378

Mark Image

77773769

Mark Image

77756063
77756062

Mark Image

77679496

Mark Image

http://www.patentlawnj.com/trademarks-issued-by-the-ﬁrm/
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